Innovative solutions
for fall prevention and
fall detection in nursing
care facilities
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NEVISCURA
BED SENSOR
nevisCura is an intelligent
bed exit alarm

NEVISCURA
ROOM SENSOR
Intelligent baseboards for
fall detection & prevention
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According to the latest official nursing care statistics from 2019, there are currently 4.1 million people in need of nursing care in Germany, of whom 818,317 are receiving full inpatient
care – and the numbers are increasing. On the other hand, Germany is experiencing a shortage of skilled nursing care workers, which, in addition to high levels of sick leave, poses new
challenges for nursing care facilities every day. Balancing high-performance, safe nursing
care with cost-effective organization is a challenging task for most facilities. In this respect,
technical aids can play a crucial role and actively support caregivers.
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Care overview

Care overview
Nursing facilities are under high pressure worlwide, especially due to a high shortage of
nurses. For example, in Germany:

4.1 M

818 317

796 489

Persons in need
of care total

full-stationary
cared

Employees in inpatient care
29% Full-time
63% Part-time
8% Trainees

24.8

At 24.8 days, geriatric nurses have the
highest sickness rate in Germany

Source: Pflegestatistik - Pflege im Rahmen der Pflegeversicherung - Ländervergleich - Pflegebedürftige - 2019

As the need for nursing care increases, smart technologies can serve
as a valuable bridge builder for individuals in need of nursing care:
a bridge to communication with loved ones; a bridge to help in an
emergency; a bridge to their own memories and capabilities. The
important thing here is that these bridges are stable and reliable; at the
same time, they shouldn’t take up more space than necessary, so as
not to pose any problems down the road.
— Christian Kind, CEO nevisQ GmbH —
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About nevisQ

We are revolutionizing care
We believe that good care shouldn’t be a privilege. That’s why we’ve developed intelligent solutions under the nevisCura brand that significantly improves
living and working conditions for people in the nursing care sector. Our technical assistance systems have been specially developed for nursing care facilities
to offer them cost-effective and efficient solutions for reduced workloads and
greater safety during care. In doing so, we’ve never lost sight of our clients’
needs and have incorporated feedback from numerous pilot projects with long
term clients to further develop our services. This is the only way we can be sure
that our solutions support caregivers in their everyday work and provide them
with long term workload reduction. And this will continue over many years: because our solutions are designed to meet future challenges, you’ll benefit from
regular updates and a high level of investment protection.
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Bye bye sensor mat,
hello nevisCura Bed
Sensor
NevisCura’s Bed Sensor is an intelligent bed exit alarm that makes everyday work
noticeably easier for caregivers. The silent alarm can be attached to a bed in just a few
simple steps, and it alerts caregivers when a resident wants to get out of bed – before
they’ve even set foot on the floor. And the best thing: the Sensor is compatible with any
common paging system.
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nevisCura Bed Sensor

What makes our device
special?

FALL PREVENTION
Thanks to the early detection of a bed exit, caregivers can
already come to the resident’s aid when he or she gets up,
which reduces the risk of falls to a minimum.

FEWER FALSE ALARMS
Thanks to the intelligent dual-sensor technology, the Bed
Sensor prevents false alarms and only informs caregivers
when a hazardous situation exists.

COMFORTABLE
The Bed Sensor puts an end to time-consuming moving of
the sensor mat and unnecessary walking due to false alarms.
This is not only easy on the back, but also saves time.

DEMENTIA-FRIENDLY
The Bed Sensor is almost invisible to the resident. This is not
only really chic, but also makes sense. Because residents are
not tempted to bypass the system, as is often the case with
a sensor mat.

INVESTMENT PROTECTION
The device is durable and future-proof. The hardware is
dimensioned in such a way that it can be used and updated
for years. Various interfaces enable the connection to
nursing care software.

SIMPLY EASY TO CLEAN
The insensitive material is easy to clean and can be washed
off easily. The device does not have to be removed or moved
back and forth.
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Colour variants
NATURAL BEECH
Makes the Sensor almost blend in with the bed and is
unobtrusive. Perfect for residents who are uncomfortable
with changes in the room.

LIGHTGREY
Perfectly matches with white or gray beds, such as
hospital beds, for example.

CHERRY WOOD ORANGE
The right shade for beds with dark wood. Here, the Bed
Sensor harmonizes perfectly with the furniture and blends
inconspicuously into the room concept.

Secure and
flexible brackets
The enclosed support brackets make
attaching the Sensor to the bed super
simple. After snapping the bracket onto
the Bed Sensor, the device can be easily hooked onto the bed. This attachment
method is both safe and flexible. It also allows you to place the device at an optimal
height for your needs.
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nevisCura Bed Sensor

Connection to the alarm system
The nevisCura Bed Sensor is designed to be flexible; this means it can be connected
to many different alarm systems.

TELEPHONE CALL
SYSTEM

NURSE CALL SYSTEM

If you are using a telephone call

nurse call system, connecting the

For nursing care facilities with a

system in your facility, we configure the

Sensor system is generally possible without

connection precisely for your system. In this

any problems. The connection is individually

way, bed exits are reliably forwarded to the

configured by us for your specific system.

telephone, to inform nursing staff.

PERSONAL
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
SYSTEM (PERS)

RADIO BELL
For care facilities in which no

Available
soon

central call system or telephone

In home care and assisted living facilities,

system is installed, the radio alarm system

a personal emergency response system is

is a good option. This system can easily be

often used to raise the alarm. We can also

plugged into an electrical outlet and emits

offer you a custom-fit connection in this

an audible signal.

context.

MOBILE APP

PAGERS

You can also see the bed exit

If pagers are used in the care

alarm via any standard smart-

facility, the Bed Sensor can also

phone and tablet – thanks to the integra-

be connected to them and an alarm can be

tion of our system with our app or with a

triggered. The system’s configuration is also

third-party app.

customized to meet your requirements.
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nevisCura Bed
Sensor at Marienstift
Alpen gGmbH
FACILITY

RESULT

• 104 beds

•	
There are no more falls among the two

• Two test Sensors in use
• Ackermann Clino
• Connection with cable

residents
•	
Nurses save 15 minutes of time for each
resident per night
•	
Due to the good functionality 5 Bed
Sensors were ordered. Total investment:
approx. 3,000€

Advantages
The nevisCura Bed Sensor relieves staff by reducing visual checks. Through the signals to
the nurse call system, faster and more targeted assistance can be guaranteed.
The risk of residents falling is significantly reduced. In the case of residents suffering from
dementia, leaving the bed can be registered immediately, so that disoriented wandering
and leaving the room can be prevented.

„The nevisCura Bed Sensor ensures greater safety for our residents.
It inconspicuously prevents falls and supports the work of our staff
in a technically sensible way.“
— Andreas & Agnes Heßeling Marienstift Alpen gGmbH —
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nevisCura Bed Sensor

Why should the
Bed Sensor be
used ?

How does the
Bed Sensor support
everyday work?

The independence and self-determined

Signals from the nevisCura Bed Sensor to

action of our residents should be maintained.

the nurse call system can be used to provide

Nevertheless, accompaniment by the night

targeted and timely assistance to residents

service, if necessary when going to the toilet

when they need it.

during the night, should be guaranteed. By

The Bed Sensor provides night staff with the

eliminating visual checks, the resident can

certainty that falls are both prevented and

sleep through longer intervals.

detected.

Comparison table nevisCura Bed Sensor vs.
sensor mat
NEVISCURA BED SENSOR

SENSOR MAT

Activity in front of the Sensor

Contact with the mat

Up to €499 incl. connection

Up to €800

Easy to understand / install
Can not be bypassed by
residents
Alarm at
High accuracy
Discreet for the resident
Individual settings possible
on / off switch
Easy to clean / easy to handle
Price

Do you have questions about our products? We will be happy to help you:
Christian Kind
Mail: beratung@nevisq.com
Phone: +49 241 927884010
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Intelligent baseboards for fall detection and prevention
The Room Sensor from nevisCura is an innovative sensor system that is installed all around
the room a few centimeters over the ground. Once installed, it reports falls immediately and
automatically. The solution thus offers maximum protection for residents and noticeably
relieves caregivers.
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nevisCura Room Sensor

The nevisCura Room Sensor
makes the difference
REAL TIME FALL DETECTION
The nevisCura Room Sensor detects falls in real time and
triggers an alarm within seconds. This allows the nursing
staff to help the fallen person quickly and prevent dire consequences.

RELIEVED PERSONNEL
The intelligent technology reliably reports falls via the
connected alarm unit. This reduces visual checks to a
minimum, saves time and effectively relieves the nursing
staff.

FOR ANY COMMON ALARM UNIT
Due to our experience, we can guarantee a connection for
almost every call system. No matter if the call system is
brand new or already older. We are happy to support you.

INSTALLED IN 60 MINUTES
Unlike many other solutions, installation is simple and, above all, fast. The sensor strip is simply attached to the base
wall and connected to the base station. The system is ready
for use.

DEMENTIA FRIENDLY & DISCREET
The sensor strip is almost invisible and therefore neither
distracting nor irritating. This is particularly important for
people with dementia, who feel irritated by even the smallest changes.

TIME AND COST REDUCTION
The nevisCura Room Sensor reduces walking distances for
nursing staff and regular visual checks. This saves time.
The future-proof hardware and regular updates protect
your investment.
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Who is the product for?
STATIONARY CARE
Care staff constantly have their hands full. NevisCura takes over one part of their responsibilities, as they can be certain of being alerted in an emergency.

HOSPITALS
Falls are also a serious issue in hospitals. NevisCura also takes an active role here and supports caregivers in their daily routine.

DAY CARE
You are responsible for the safety of your patients throughout the day. Let nevisCura take on
some of the responsibility and help look after safety.

SENIORS LIVING COMMUNITY
Safety is also a top priority in this new form of living. Especially in the rooms where there is no
visual control of the daily companions, the Room Sensor offers the greatest security.

How do you benefit from the nevisCura
Room Sensor?
Your caregivers are significantly relieved in everyday life
The quality of care is increased at the same time
Fewer falls mean less administrative work
Your residents are reliably protected

Christian Kind
E-Mail: Service@nevisq.com
Tel.: +49 241 927884010
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nevisCura Room Sensor

All functions at a glance
FALL DETECTION

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Fall detection is the core function

nevisCura allows for long term

of our solution. Falls are detected

analyses that provide information

in real time and trigger the alarm automati-

about activity in the room.

cally.

FALL PREVENTION

NIGHT LIGHT

Evaluate situations just before

The night light integrated in the

and after a fall to identify the

base station provides gentle

reasons for the fall and to prevent it from

illumination to help residents distinguish trip

happening in the future.

hazards and obstacles more easily.

NIGHT ALARM
If a resident gets out of bed during the night, the system triggers
an alarm. This allows nursing care staff to
come and offer assistance before a dangerous situation can develop.
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How flexible is the system?
The system is scalable and is entirely based on your requirements. As your needs grow you
can easily install the system in additional rooms.

Small installations
Just a few rooms that are equipped with the nevisCura Room Sensor
noticeably relieve the burden on caregivers. The nevisCura Room
Sensor keeps an eye on the residents around the clock.

Medium-sized installations
As the number of rooms increases, so does the number of occupants.
This is no problem for the nevisCura Room Sensor - additional rooms
can be easily installed with little effort.

Large installations
Facilities with a large number of residents at risk of falling require
nursing staff a great deal. The nevisCura Room Sensor keeps an
overview and offers the highest level of safety.
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nevisCura Room Sensor

The technology behind
the nevisCura Room Sensor
SENSOR STRIP
The sensor strip is the heart of the solution. It is based on well-known
infrared technology and is therefore completely harmless to humans.
It enables a very precise view of the care room without restricting the
resident‘s privacy. Even in bathrooms, where there is a particularly high level
of humidity, the sensor strip also works perfectly.

BASE STATION
The base station is a Linux-based computer developed specifically for the
solution. It serves as an interface between the sensor strip and the call system or other external products. It guarantees secure and reliable transmission of the data. And this in real time. Maximum investment protection and
longevity are ensured by regular software updates with new functions and
security precautions.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Computer vision is used to visualize the data supplied by the sensor strip.
In this way, furniture and objects in the room as well as the activities of residents can be detected. And all this without any cameras at all. The decision
as to whether a fall happened is made by machine learning algorithms. The
algorithms are so intelligent that they can distinguish between a garment
falling to the ground from a person who has fallen.

DATA SECURITY
You trust nevisCura with your data, we protect it. That is why we have attached great importance to the protection of your data from the very beginning. All data is protected by comprehensive data protection and security
measures. Many things happen in your local network, so the data does not
leave your premises. For even more security, you can install on your own
server.
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The nevisCura Room Sensor
in the “Senioren-Residenz am
Schlosspark” of AWO Kreisverband Neuwied e.V.
CHALLENGE
Nursing staff are overworked and stressed, which means that many mistakes are made and
critical situations such as falls are only detected late. The sector records one of the highest number of sick days and a high turnover of nursing staff of almost 50% within 7 years.
Caregivers often have to work quickly and can not take care of all residents at the same time.
This is especially noticeable at night, when one caregiver is responsible for 50 residents.
That‘s why the senior living residence was looking for a digital solution that would help the
critical situations staff to identify and monitor falls and other critical situations and analyze
them in order to relieve nursing staff effectively and in the long term.
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nevisCura Room Sensor

SOLUTION
Intelligent baseboards that report critical situations via an
alarm unit. With the help of the nevisCura Room Sensor,
which is installed at the height of the baseboards, caregivers
can work more efficiently and effectively; more efficiently in
that they are automatically notified of critical situations such
as falls or leaving the bed; more effectively in that long term
analyses and the connection of further sensor technology
and care documentation enable better prevention of critical
situations and illnesses. The nevisCura Room Sensor is very
discreet and fully compliant with data protection.

WHAT OTHER SOLUTIONS DID THE CUSTOMER TRY BEFORE
NEVISCURA?
Sensor mats were used (as in most facilities), which are placed on the floor directly in front of
the bed and cover only a small part of the room.

DIFFERENTIATION FROM OTHER SOLUTIONS?
Residents do not have to carry any objects or take action
themselves if a fall occurs. At the same time, the technology
also respects privacy because, unlike cameras or 3D sensors,
no sensitive data is collected. The solution is superior to other
products because other intended devices, such as wearables,
are often not worn in practice, or the technologies are highly privacy intrusive. In addition, other systems do not have
sufficient accuracy, are associated with high installation and
maintenance costs, or, are very expensive.

X

We are excited about what such an inconspicuous sensor strip can do. How something new
and innovative is created from known technology is what the care industry is waiting for. Quick
installation and easy maintenance round out the solution. Gladly more of it!

— Hans-Jürgen Neffgen - Technical Manager at AWO Kreisverband Neuwied e.V. —
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nevisCura Portal:
Control center for easy
simple management

The nevisCura Portal is the control center for the entire solution. The system’s intuitive user
interface allows settings to be adjusted and information to be retrieved from any computer
with internet or network access. And to make sure that it is precisely tailored to our clients’
needs, we’ve developed it together with individuals working in the nursing care sector.
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nevisCura Portal

All features at a glance
ACTIVITIES & REST PROFILES – COMPLETELY WITHOUT CAMERAS
Overview of all incidents, such as falls, getting out of bed, and moving
around
Analyses of routines and movement at night
Useful information before and after a fall or behavior following a hospital stay
Long term analysis of the behavior or behavioral changes of residents

CONTROL AND MONITORING
Management of all devices and their status in one place
A control center for all connected devices: activate/deactivate fall detection,
configure night lights or download updates
Information regarding technical problems

TARGETED DATA SHARING
Direct entries in nursing care records
Data sharing with doctors providing treatment
Providing data for relatives

Various hosting options
We offer our Portal in two versions: either as a secure version in the cloud or
on a local server at your location.
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nevisQ GmbH
Dennewartstraße 25-27
52068 Aachen
Germany
Phone: +49 241 927 88 40 10
Mail: info@nevisq.com

www.nevisQ.com

